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CUBA SELF DRIVE ADVENTURE | 21 Days 

Cuba conjures up images of vintage convertibles cruising streets lined with colourful colonial buildings, vibrant music, 
beautiful beaches, varied landscapes, cigars and, of course, Fidel Castro, Che Guevara and the Cuban Revolution.  The 
island is also home to many UNESCO world heritage listed sites from the cities of Havana, Trinidad and Cienfuegos to 
national parks such as Desembarco del Gramna and Alejandro de Himboldt and the stunning Viñales Valley.  Our 2,000km 
journey will take us from east to west traversing the island seeing iconic sites of Cuba, but also venturing off the usual 
tourist track to more remote and less visited destinations.  During our adventure we will stay in a combination of Colonial 
hotels, homestays and boutique hotels with history and interesting architecture.  Sorry, foreigners cannot rent the vintage 
cars so instead we will travel in a 4 door “saloon” car (a little more reliable). 

Highlights include: Santiago de Cuba; Baracoa on the deserted eastern coast; the sleepy town of Gibara with its 
whitewashed houses topped with red tiled roofs; Comandancia de la Plata (Fidel's Hideout); Camagüey with its 
labyrinthine of blind alleys and forked streets; Saqua an abandoned but fascinating town; sugar plantation visit; Trinidad 
walking tour; jeep safari through the tropical forest of Topes; eating lobster from beach shacks on beautiful beaches; 
horse and cart ride into the birders’ paradise of Cienaga Zapata; snorkelling at Playa Giron; tobacco tour in Viñales; food 
tour in Havana; and of course a ride in an open top vintage car through the streets of Havana. 
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Daily Itinerary 
D1:  Arrive in Santiago de Cuba the stronghold of Afro-Cuban culture in Cuba.  It has a fearsome musical, cultural 

and political heritage.  Met and transferred to hotel.  Evening briefing and welcome dinner in a local hotel. 
(Hotel accommodation. Dinner in local restaurant included) 

D2:  Revolution tour of Santiago de Cuba visiting outstanding places like Moncada Barracks, Villa Blanca, and 
others, which have become historical symbols from different perspectives.  Visit the Church of La Virgen de la 
Caridad del Cobre, dedicated to Cuba’s patron saint. Visit El Morro fortress to enjoy the sunset with a 
panoramic view of the Bay of Santiago.  (Hotel accommodation. Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D3: Collect our cars and drive to Baracoa. In the afternoon we will take a walking tour of Baracoa with an expert 
guide.   (Hostal accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D4: Visit the Alejandro de Humboldt Park which is the greatest protected area of biodiversity in Cuba and in any 
of the islands of the Caribbean. Afternoon free.  (Hostal accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at 
own cost) 

D5: Drive to the sleepy town of Gibara with its whitewashed houses topped with red tiled roofs.  This is an 
undiscovered gem with the largest number of artists per capita in Cuba.  Afternoon free. (Hotel 
accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D6: Morning to explore the Cueva del Agua (water cave).  This 1.5 km long cave has spectacular formations and is 
known for its banana crops amid limestone.  The trail includes a 30 min walk to get to the entrance and a 1 
hour walk inside of the labyrinthine cave.  Afternoon free.  (Hotel accommodation. Breakfast included other 
meals at own cost) 

D7: Drive to Villa Santo Domingo, high in the Sierra Maestra mountains. Situated along the Yara River, from its 
cabanas it is possible to hear the rushing of the river and the melodious chirping of birds.  Afternoon free.  
(Hotel accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D8: Today we will take a 2-3 hour gentle hike through the Sierra Maestra mountains to reach Fidel’s hideout - the 
organising and staging post for the Cuban revolution.  Visit the completely preserved huts where Fidel and 
Che Guevara led the group of revolutionaries to ultimate victory in the Cuban revolution. If revolutionary 
history is not your thing, the views alone are worth the hike with spectacular scenery and crisp, fresh mountain 
air.  (Hotel accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D9: Drive to Camaguey.  The historic centre is considered the largest as well as the best preserved on the island 
has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visitors delight in, or are intrigued by, the city’s many 
lavish churches and the twisted maze of streets, formerly designed to confound marauding pirates.  Afternoon 
city tour of colonial Camaguey.  (Hotel accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D10: Drive to Saqua la Grande, off the beaten path is one of the most abandoned but fascinating towns in Cuba. 
Sagua has amazing buildings each with fascinating stories and on weekends a country music scene. As this 
area had a high population of slaves, Afro Cuban culture is very strong here. Then on to Sagua la Grande we’ll 
take the train for a 40-minute ride through a sugar plantation to Santa Isabella. Enjoy the freshest lobster 
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and seafood from one of the many beach shacks frequented by locals (bring a nice bottle of white wine.  Free 
afternoon. Then drive on to Santa Clara.    (Hotel accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at own 
cost) 

D11: Santa Clara was key in the revolutionary war of 1958.  The main attraction is the Plaza de la Revolucion, with 
monuments inscribed with Che's rousing rhetoric.  Also in the square is a small museum dedicated to Che 
Guevara's life and works. (Hotel: Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D12: Drive to Trinidad and take a walking tour which introduces you to this UNESCO World Heritage Site.  An expert 
guide will explain the history of the town and give us insight into its fascinating history in the colonial era, and 
during the years after the Revolution, while visiting its architectural highlights.  (Hostal accommodation. 
Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D13:  Today we leave our cars in Trinidad and we’ll ride up to the Escambray mountains in 4X4 SUVs.  We will go up 
to Guanayara and trek through the tropical forest of Topes.  There will be bird watching and an opportunity 
for swimming at the waterfall which make this a must for nature lovers.  We will have a typical Cuban lunch 
at Restaurant El Manantial.  This restaurant does not take bookings but the food is excellent and your driver 
will phone ahead for availability.   Afternoon free. (Hostal accommodation.  Breakfast included other meals at 
own cost) 

D14: Today we’ll drive to Playa Giron with a stop at Cienfuegos for a city tour which includes a visit to Jose Marti 
Park with an explanation of the history and architectural style, a visit to Tomas Terry Theatre, to local markets 
around the Boulevard and a visit to Palacio del Valle.  For the next two nights we will stay in a homestay and 
dinners will be a freshly prepared meal using local ingredients.  Fish and shellfish are caught only meters away 
from the house. (Homestay “Casa Particular”. Breakfast and dinner included other meals at own cost) 

D15: In the morning we’ll take a ride in a horse and cart into the protected woodland area of the Cienaga Zapata. 
We then continue on foot (about 3km total) with our guide as he explains the unique geology and ecology of 
this vast national park.  We will get a chance to do some bird watching - some of the most important national 
species live in this area and there is also a visit to a special reserve which protects turtles.  We might even get 
to see the famous Cuban species known as Jutia (tree rat).  In the afternoon those who are looking for 
underwater adventure will a snorkelling adventure suitable for every level of experience.   (Homestay “Casa 
Particular”.   Breakfast and dinner included other meals at own cost) 

D16:  Drive to Viñales.  After dinner we can enjoy live music at Centro Polo Montañez.  This bar-restaurant has a 
full-blown stage and lighting rig that comes alive after 9pm.  (Hotel accommodation. Breakfast included other 
meals at own cost) 

D17:  Today we’ll take a tobacco tour with a local expert, from growing it, to drying it, to rolling it and smoking it. 
This is the in-depth tour of Tobacco from seed to cigar.  Walking into the lush countryside, we will visit the 
tobacco plantations where they still plough with oxen, see the famous drying houses and have a tobacco 
farmer show you how to roll a cigar.  If you fancy you can also smoke one!  In the afternoon we have a half 
day trekking tour to Los Aquaticos (the Water People).  This trek is named after the local traditions of a small 
number of residents that live in the Viñales Valley and believe in the healing properties of water.  The walk 
itself is around 4kms long and along the way you will see the dramatic landscape of this stunning natural area 
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declared a UNESCO world heritage site in 1999. The valley was once filled with limestone karsts which have 
since eroded away, leaving in its place the rounded Mogote hills that have become the distinctive natural 
symbols of this area.   (Hotel accommodation. Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D18:  Last but not least we arrive in Havana, the capital of Cuba.  We’ll drop off our cars before we walk in the 
footsteps of Havana’s colonial past visiting the four key squares of Old Havana, a UNESCO World Heritage site. 
Visit Plaza de Armas, Plaza San Francisco de Asis, Plaza Vieja and the Plaza de la Cathedral with our expert 
guide offering insights into history along the way.  This is a walking tour takes approximately 2 hours.   (Hostal 
accommodation. Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D19:  Discover Cuban revolutionary history through some of the most historic sites in the Capital.  Starting with a 
panoramic trip along the Malecon, where we will see monuments to some of Cuban Independence War 
heroes, discover how Cuban history then brought the country to the revolution lead by Fidel Castro.  Visit the 
Revolution Museum, which was once the luxurious Presidential Palace of all Cuban presidents from Mario 
Garcia Menocal to Fulgencio Batista. Stop by Hotel Sevilla in Old Havana to see and learn about the most 
famous mob men in Cuba who had Havana under control until 1959. Visit what most non-Cubans will never 
get to know, a bodega, one of the government shops used for the distribution of rationed low-priced food 
products to the Cuban people.  See the price differences by then visiting a fresh food product market (Mercado 
Agropecuario). Finish the tour with some city sightseeing at Revolution Square, symbol of the Cuban socialist 
revolution.  Afternoon free.  Tonight there is an optional activity to purchase tickets to the Tropicana Cabaret.  
The Tropicana has played host to Benny More, Nat King Cole, Jack Nicholson and Lucky Luciano and many, 
many more. This is a Vegas-style extravaganza with seating for 1,400 people and 10 performers going through 
the full range of popular Cuban dance. The dancers are beautiful and the costumes, choreography and 
routines are excellent, (but the food is poor) the show lasts forever and it is seething with tourists.   (Hostal 
accommodation. Breakfast included other meals at own cost) 

D20:  Day free to explore Havana or take an optional food tour of Havana.  On this food tour with the chef you visit 
a produce market and a store to learn about the different ways (and prices) Cubans have access to food.  Then 
lunch at Grados, a return to old school paladars (palates) where the owner is the chef.  Raulito chats as he 
cooks while you enjoy a drink.  Expect long lost childhood recipes from pre-revolution Cuba such as the 
delicious lamb slow-cooked in pru (an eastern Cuba herbal drink) or a countryside classic called farm eggs on 
a bed of maize.  After lunch we’ll farewell Havana and Cuba with a tour of the city in an open top vintage car 
taking in all the main sites including the Havana Almendares forest, Cristobal Colon Cemetery, hotels National 
and Riviera.   In the evening we will have our farewell dinner in a special restaurant, La Guarida, with a huge 
outdoor terrace and a very cool rooftop bar.  (Hostal Accommodation: Breakfast and dinner included) 

D21:  Depending on the flight departure times, we may have a chance to squeeze in an optional art tour.  
Accompanied by an expert guide we will visit 2 Cuban artist’s studios.    Transfer to Jose Marti Airport in time 
for your flight.  Breakfast included. 

Please Note: Itinerary Subject to Change  
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Please Read the “In the Know” section at the end of this itinerary for important information about this 
adventure.  

Exploratory Nature of this Adventure: 
Please note this is our Cuba tour, as such it is classified as an “exploratory” adventure.   

As such, although the route and activities have been carefully planned, participants need to be flexible on a day to day 
basis.  Please expect that there may be changes and perhaps unexpected issues that arise. 

Dates:   

For dates see website. 

 

Inclusions: 

Arrival and departure transfers; Cuban visa, sponsorship letter 
and affidavit required to entry Cuba; accommodation as per 
itinerary; vehicle hire; fuel; local SIM card with airtime (two-
way radios are prohibited in Cuba so this will be used to 
communicate between the vehicles – you will need to bring 
unlocked phone); activities as per itinerary; meals as per 
itinerary (all breakfasts and 4 dinners); and bilingual local guide 
as well as Self Drive Adventures escort. 

Prices: 

This adventure is priced in USD, however, we have 
quoted approximate AUD and EUR prices below. 

The actual amount will depend on exchange rates 
at the time of payment. 

2 people per car:  

USD7,445* per person (approx. AUD10,1000 / EUR6,870) 

 

Single supplement: 

If you would like your own room, the single supplement 
is USD600* per person (Approx. AUD800 or EUR560) 

 

3rd or 4th person in the car:  

Prices on application – please let us know if you are 
interested in this option and what room configuration is 
required for the guests in the vehicle. 

*Prices are based on our 2022 adventure.  Prices for future 
dates to be confirmed.  Prices assume a minimum of 5 
vehicles (plus support vehicles).  Prices are subject to 
exchange rate fluctuations – please see terms and 
conditions for all booking conditions. 

Exclusions: 

Airfares return to Cuba; meals other than listed in itinerary 
(approx. budget USD980/AUD1,330 per person); optional 
activities chosen; vehicle security deposit of CUC200 (approx. 
AUD140/USD100) and CUC10 per day insurance (approx. 
AUD140/USD100 for the entire vehicle rental);  beverages and 
alcohol (beers approx. USD3 per bottle and wine USD16-20 in a 
restaurant); local tips; travel insurance (medical evacuation 
insurance highly recommended and if you are over 70 
additional insurance may be required); vaccinations (if 
required); any other items of a personal nature and local tips. 

 

Car rental terms and conditions will be supplied separately. 

 

Flights: 
Please do not book flights until you have been advised that we have received deposits from the minimum number of 

participants for this adventure.   

Flights need to be arranged to arrive in Santiago de Cuba on day 1 so that you are present for the briefing at 5pm.  Otherwise 
please arrive 1 day prior.  We can assist with booking additional nights of pre and post tour accommodation.  You can fly 
out anytime on day 21 from Havana. 
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In the Know: Cuba 
This “In the Know” fact sheet provides you important information about traveling in Cuba prior to booking this 
adventure.  As always, if you have any other questions about joining this adventure, please don’t hesitate to contact our 
knowledgeable team. 

Gallery: This is a general gallery on Cuba: https://www.selfdriveadventures.com/gallery-cuba  
Mindset: The mindset required on this adventure is one of patience and flexibility.  You need to understand that 
travelling in Cuba may not always go smoothly, no matter how well planned.  Things may not happen as quickly as you’d 
like but it’s all part of the adventure and your Self Drive Adventure’s escort will do their utmost to smooth out any 
hiccups during the journey.  Please note this is our first Cuban tour, as such it is classified as an “exploratory” adventure.   
As such, although the route and activities have been carefully planned, participants need to be flexible on a day to day 
basis.  Please expect that there may be changes and perhaps unexpected issues that arise. 
Vehicle:  The standard vehicle is a medium size 4 door Saloon car.  We reserve the right to change the vehicle if supply 
conditions in Cuba change.  
Driving Conditions:  You drive on the right-hand side of the road (left hand drive car).  There is one main highway in 
Cuba which we will use for parts of the journey.  The other roads we use may be a bit rough with pot holes etc.  Hazards 
include inadequate street signs and lighting, poorly maintained roads and vehicles, and pedestrians, farm animals, 
bicycles and unlit carts on roads If you're involved in an accident, you're likely to be detained, regardless of who is at 
fault. You could be prevented from leaving Cuba until the case is resolved. 
Driving Ability:   The skills required are a driver’s license and a good dollop of common sense.  You can drive in Cuba 
with a valid Australian driver's licence and an International Driving Permit (IDP). You must obtain your IDP before 
departing Australia.   
Accommodation:   The standard of hotel is variable during the adventure as we are using a variety of homestays, local 
hotels and colonial hotels.  The accommodation chosen all receive very good reviews and we are sure you will enjoy 
them.  
Wildlife:   We will be visiting a few national parks so there will be some wildlife – especially birdlife.   We may see parrots, 
bee hummingbirds (smallest on the planet), wrens, Cuban crocodiles, lizards, tree rats, turtles and the endangered 
Cuban solenodon (rat). 
Food:  See the itinerary inclusions for meals that are included.  In general, the food is of good quality, however some 
people find it bland.   We will stop en-route each day for lunches or take a picnic lunch from our hotel (not included).  
Every evening the local operator has suggested a restaurant for dinner so we will make a group booking but you will pay 
the restaurant directly.   
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Convoy Size: The minimum number of 4x4s in our convoy is 5 for this exploratory adventure. This excludes support 
vehicles.  Most vehicles tend to have just two guests, however, up to four can be accommodated.  The convoy does 
travel together, so you need to be willing to be flexible to fit in with the determined start time each day, stops for breaks 
etc.  We try to allow breaks for photos, toilet stops, sightseeing, lunch, morning and afternoon tea but road conditions 
and travel time for the day may affect how long or how many of these we may have.  As radios are prohibited in Cuba, 
we are unable to use two-way radios.  This is the first adventure where we have not been able to utilise radios within 
the convoy.  This may cause some frustration as we travel along, however, we have organised local Cuban cell phones 
with airtime for each vehicle to assist with communications. 

Escort & Local Guiding: On this adventure you will be joined by a Self Drive Adventures English speaking escort as well 
as a bi-lingual local guide.  The decision of the Self Drive Adventure’s escort is final on all matters likely to affect the 
safety or well-being of any person participating in the trip. 

Amenities:  When in accommodation you will have private bathroom facilities including during the home stays. 

Activity Level:  There is quite a lot of walking on this trip, however, this is designed at a leisurely pace.   

Weather:   It will range from 19 to 28 degrees C.  Rain is definitely possible during our adventure. 

Flights: Before booking flights and other arrangements it is your responsibility to confirm with us that we have the 
minimum number of cars required for this adventure to depart. 

Prices: Please review the inclusions and exclusions section of the itinerary.  Here we have provided our best estimates 
for additional known costs over and above the inclusions of the adventure.     

Money: The currency used by tourists is the Cuban Convertible Peso (CUC). It's illegal to remove CUC bills from Cuba.  
Australian Dollars can't be exchanged in Cuba. The US Dollar attracts a large commission fee to exchange.  The best 
currencies to use are Euros or British Pounds and it is best to bring cash as Australian travellers often experience 
problems accessing funds due to unique banking arrangements in Cuba. Credit cards, debit cards and travellers’ cheques 
aren't accepted in Cuba if they're issued by US banks or Australian banks affiliated with US banks. This includes all 
American Express and Westpac Bank cards, and some Visa and MasterCard cards, depending on the issuing bank.  Before 
you travel, check with your bank whether your cards will work in Cuba. 

Risks & Health:   Health risks are present in Cuba including mosquito borne and water borne diseases.   You should 
discuss the risks with your doctor before agreeing to join this trip.   The standard of public medical facilities is basic in 
Havana and very limited in smaller towns and rural areas. Private medical facilities are available and well equipped, but 
the Cira Garcia Hospital is the only private hospital available to tourists in Havana. Serviced pclinics can provide 
emergency medical care in the major tourist areas. 

Doctors and hospitals require cash payment prior to providing treatment.   If you become seriously ill or injured, you 
may need to be evacuated a destination with appropriate facilities.  Medical evacuation can be very expensive, so please 
check it is covered by your travel insurance. 

Insurance: You must present proof of comprehensive travel insurance to enter Cuba.  Travellers who plan to participate 
in high-risk sports or sporting competitions and travellers of 70 years of age and older are required to purchase 
additional insurance from Asistur, the Cuban insurance provider. 
  

 


